Introduction
The quantification of the bioelectric phenomena originating in nervous and muscular tissues is an essential task in diagnosis within the field of Electromedicine. Clinical electromyography is the part of Clinical Neurophysiology focused on the neuromuscular system, and includes the study of the electrical activity of peripheral nerves (electroneurography), striated muscles (electromyography, in its strict sense) and a number of reflex circuits (reflexology), among others [1] .
The background to all these scientific areas is based on the parameterization of the bioelectrical functions of the neuromuscular structures. The definition and formulation of such parameters represents the theoretical and practical basis which enables the analysis of the function of muscles and nerves in normal and pathological conditions. The quantification of bioelectrical parameters makes possible to delimit their normal ranges. The presence of parameter values beyond normal ranges, as measured by neurophysiologic techniques, is used in the diagnosis of diseases of nerves and muscles, which is the main goal of clinical electromyography [2] .
A basic concept in electromyography is the so called motor unit (MU), which represents the anatomical and functional element of the neuromuscular system. The MU is formed by the alpha spinal motorneuron and its innervated set of muscular cells. The electrical changes generated by activity of the MU can be acquired and amplified by electrodes located in muscle mass and these changes can be recorded and edited using electromyographic (EMG) devices. The representation of the changes generated by a MU is the so called motor unit action potential (MUAP). A MUAP waveform can be characterized by a number of parameters related to certain aspects of the structure and physiology of the MU (Figure 1) . Therefore, the quantitative measurement of such parameters is a basic issue in electromyography, and the duration of the MUAP is a key measure as it defines the boundaries of the MUAP waveform and the rest of the MUAP parameters are measured within the time span defined by the MUAP duration [3] .
The main parameters defined to characterize the MUAP waveform are reviewed in this chapter, which also covers the particular issues related to the significance and measurement of the MUAP duration. Figure 1 . Schematic representation of a motor unit with n muscle fibers. The algebraic summation of the action potentials (AP) of all the single fibers present in the recording uptake area of the electrode (AP1+AP2+...+APn) generates the motor unit action potential (MUAP). The main parameters of the MUAP waveform are indicated: amp = amplitude; dur = duration; p = phase; t = turn. BL = baseline.
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Quantitative characterization of MUAP

Anatomical and physiological description of MU and MUAP
Striated or skeletal muscles are the effectors of voluntary movements. Striated muscle cells or muscle fibers (MF) have an elongated form, and their contraction is brought about by the sliding of contractile protein filaments contained in their cytoplasm (sarcoplasm). As in any living cell, across the membrane of MFs there exists a difference of electric potential of approximately 90 mV (the inside of the cell being negative with respect to the outside) because there is a difference in the amount of electrical charge in intra-and extra-cellular fluids. A basic property of MFs and neurons is the ability to change the membrane potential and transiently convert their inside into a positive potential in specific conditions. This inversion of potential or depolarization is called an action potential (AP), and it arises by a brief opening of membrane sodium channels, with the consequent rise in the membrane permeability to this ion. The changes of ionic fluxes related to the AP are transmitted towards neighbouring points of the membrane, being conducted along the MF at a velocity of 3-5 m/s. After the depolarization begins, the repolarization phase proceeds, in which there is further passive and active (by the action of the Na-K pump) transmembrane flux of ions, which restores the basal conditions of the membrane at rest. [4] .
The nervous system controls the degree of contraction of the MFs by means of the frequency of the nervous impulses of the alpha motor neurons, whose central cellular components are located in the anterior horns of the spinal cord. These nervous impulses are APs of the motor neurons; they travel along the axons and are transmitted to MFs at neuromuscular junctions. As previously described, the system formed by an alpha motor neuron and its set of innervated MFs forms a MU, which represents the anatomical and functional unit of skeletal muscle. The number of MFs innervated by the MU varies according to the muscle. The number is small in the eye muscles, that need very precise adjustments; the large muscles of the lower extremities have several hundred MFs [5] . During a slight voluntary contraction, only a few MUs are activated, and they discharge APs at low frequencies (around 5 per second). To increase the strength of contraction, the nervous system drives a progressive increase in the discharge frequency and a progressive activation or recruitment of other MUs in the muscle concerned.
The recording and analysis of the electrical activity of MFs and MUs (myoelectrical activity) is the subject of electromyography. Conventional EMG studies are performed with needle electrodes that capture the activity of MFs within a hemisphere of 2.5 mm radius from the tip of the needle electrode. To study the MUAPs of a certain muscle, a needle electrode is inserted into the muscle mass, which the subject is asked to maintain under slight contraction. In this way, a low number of MUs are activated and the successive discharges of the corresponding MUAPs can be collected. If the degree of contraction is excessive, too many MUs are discharging and the recorded waveforms of their MUAPs are distorted by their superposition.
In Europe, the needle electrodes currently used are concentric, which have a core of platinum or stainless steel embedded in insulating material located inside a stainless steel cannula. The core is the active electrode, and the cannula is the reference electrode. A MUAP is a recording of the changes produced by the discharge of the MFs of a MU ( Figure  1 ). In general, normal MUAPs show mean peak-to-peak amplitudes of around 0.5 mV and a duration from 8 to 14 ms, depending on the size of the MUs. The size and shape of MUAPs is determined by certain structural and functional aspects of MUs. Pathologic processes of the peripheral nervous system (neurogenic processes) and of muscles (myopathic pathologies) can alter these aspects, leading to abnormal deviations in MUAP parameters; i.e., the EMG signal captures pathologic remodelling of the MUs caused by neuromuscular diseases. Once other neurophysiologic data and the clinical context of the patient have been taken into account, a deviation with respect to the normal pattern for a given muscle constitutes the basis of an EMG diagnosis.
Parameters of the MUAP and their physiological significance
To characterize a MUAP waveform quantitatively, a number of parameters have been defined ( Figure 1 ). These parameters are related to certain anatomical and physiological aspects of MFs and MUs. There are three groups of MUAP parameters to characterize the size, shape and stability, respectively, of the MUAP. These parameters, which provide information about certain spatial and temporal characteristics of MF and MU activity, are described below:
1. Size parameters are related to the size (diameter), number and density of generators of a MUAP (i.e. the MFs of the MU). These parameters include duration, amplitude, area and indices such as the size index and thickness index. Since duration will be treated extensively later in this chapter, it will not be described in this section, where a brief description of the other parameters is given.
The amplitude is the voltage difference from minimum to maximum peaks. Computer simulations of MUAPs show that the amplitude is determined by the few MFs (less than eight) located within a semicircular uptake area of 0.5 mm radius from the electrode [6] . Consequently, amplitude can vary considerably within the MU territory (the space within which the MFs of a MU are randomly scattered).
Area can be calculated automatically by integrating the rectified MUAP within the duration. It depends on the MFs present within 1.5 mm from the core of the concentric electrode [7] . Relatively small movements of the recording electrode affect the amplitude and area parameters considerably because the amplitude of the APs of the MFs decays quickly with distance to the electrode [8] .
In the quest for more stable estimators of the magnitude of MU generators, new parameters have been defined, the most relevant being the thickness and size indices. The thickness index is computed as the area-to-amplitude ratio, and is a sensitive detector of myopathic abnormalities [9] , but not of neurogenic ones. To improve detection of neurogenic MUAPs, multivariate analysis was used to find the optimal separation from normal MUAPs; in this way, the size index was formulated as [2 x log10 (amplitude) + (area/amplitude)]. However, this index is not significantly better than other parameters for the detection of abnormality in myopathic conditions [10] .
2. MUAP waveform shape parameters transcribe the temporal synchrony / dispersion of the activation times of the MFs and their conduction velocities. These parameters include the number of phases, the number of turns, and indices such as the coefficient of irregularity.
A phase is the part of a MUAP that falls between two baseline (BL) crossings. A turn is a peak (i.e. a point of directional change) in a MUAP waveform. The number of phases is counted within the MUAP duration. Various amplitude and duration criteria are used in computerized measurements to exclude from the count brief BL crossings or small peaks, which may be due to noise [11] . Normal MUAPs have simple shapes between two and four phases. Polyphasic MUAPs have more than four phases, and those with more than five turns are called polyturn or complex MUAPs. These terms all reflect the same feature: increased temporal dispersion of MFs potentials, but polyphasia indicates more pronounced changes.
To enhance the sensitivity and precision of measurement of MF synchronicity, other estimators have been proposed, such as the coefficient of irregularity [12] . This is defined as the total amplitude change (over the MUAP length) divided by the peak-to-peak amplitude. The minimum value that MUAP irregularity can have is 2. As the complexity of a waveform increases, the value of this index increases too. Significant differences have been found between pathologies (neurogenic as well as myopathic) of both slow and quick progression [13] ; but in general, and in spite of its theoretical background, the coefficient of irregularity has not shown better performance than conventional parameters.
3. Stability parameters or jiggle parameters have been defined to quantify the degree of variability in MUAP shape at consecutive discharges [14] . These parameters are the consecutive amplitude differences (CAD) and cross-correlational coefficients of consecutive discharges (CCC). The efficiency of CAD and CCC has been proved mainly in simulated signals. There are very few studies with real EMG recordings [15] , but the presence of noise has been found to significantly affect quantification of the jiggle using these parameters, and consequently the estimation of jiggle still requires subjective verification by visual assessment.
MUAP duration
Definition
MUAP duration is defined as the time from the start of activation of MU fibers until the end of their repolarization phase, i.e., the time in which the bioelectric changes produced by a discharge of a MU take place. 
Parts of the MUAP
Over the duration of a MUAP, several parts of the MUAP waveform can be delimited ( Figure 2 ), each one having specific structural and functional significance [16]:
1. The initial part: from the start of MF activation to the first positive turn. Graphically this is a positive deflection whose charactersitics depend on the distance of the motor end-plate region until the situation of the recording electrode in the length of the fiber. If the electrode is close to the end-plate zone, the initial positive part in the MUAP hardly exists, and the MUAP waveform begins with an initial upward defection ( Figure 3 ). As the distance between the end-plate region and the tip of the electrode increases, the initial part becomes more and more evident and its duration increases as well, being maximal when the electrode is located near the extreme of the MFs near the tendon. [3, [16] [17] [18] ]. 2. The spike part: between the first and the last positive turns. The spike part mainly depends on the temporal dispersion of the MF potentials as they pass in the vicinity of the recording electrode. It is thought likely that only less than 15 fibers contribute to the spike part in normal MUs [19] . The spike usually has one negative peak, called the main spike, but may have several positive peaks. Note that a MUAP may contain spike components other than the main spike. Such parts are called satellites. Spike duration is measured between the first and the last positive peak of the MUAP (Figure 2 ). If the MUAP is recorded in the end-plate region, the start of the MUAP and of the spike part coincide, because there is no initial part. The spike duration is usually shorter than the total duration, but this does not need necessarily be so if a satellite is present. Satellites, which usually follow the terminal part (but exceptionally precede the initial part), are included in the measurement of spike duration and thus, spike duration may exceed the total duration of the MUAP [20] . Figure 3 . Example of recording a MUAP at different distances from the end-plate zone (position 1). As the distance from the end plate increases (1 to 4), the initial positive part of the MUAP becomes longer. Below, a schematic presentation of the recording positions with respect to the end-plate zone.
3. The terminal part: from the last positive turn until the endpoint, where the signal reaches the BL. The terminal part is longer than the previous parts because the approach to the BL is gradual. The terminal part is generated by the volley of APs leaving the electrode and it includes the main part of the repolarization phase. 4. Small positive afterwave: these are not usually seen in recordings with concentric electrodes, but can be observed within the terminal part of MUAPs in recordings performed with monopolar electrodes (which are more commonly used in the United States than Europe). The small positive afterwave reflects the arrival of MF depolarization at the muscle-tendon union with the tendon [21] . When a small positive wave is present, usually superimposed on the terminal part, it is included in the MUAP duration.
5.
Negative afterwave: this is an artifactual wave that arises due to the effect of the highpass filter of the amplifier (Figure 4 ), mainly when the MUAP has a dominating positive phase, which is counterbalanced by a negative afterwave [22, 23] . A negative afterwave usually has low amplitude (less than 10 microvolts), but, in any case, it is an artifact and should be excluded from duration measurements. 
Physiopathological significance of MUAP duration
Computer simulations of the MUAP indicate that the duration reflects the current generated by the MFs within 2.5 mm of the active recording surface of the electrode [6] . The total current is determined by the number of MFs and their cross-sectional area. Duration is not affected by slight changes in the electrode position, in comparison to amplitude and area, both of which are sensitive to this change.
The total MUAP duration comprises the slow initial and terminal phases of the MUAP signal. These parts represent the time when the APs of the MFs are at some distance from the electrode and the APs are still relatively equidistant from the recording surface and contribute to a similar extent. Therefore, the duration of the normal MUAP is not so much dependent on the temporal dispersion of the individual MF APs but more on the number of MFs within the recording area [3] . Although the degree of temporal dispersion of the APs of MFs is specifically expressed by the spike duration and shape parameters, temporal dispersion also influences the magnitude of the total MUAP duration, as can be seen in pathologic MUAPs. When there is large variability in MF diameters, an enlarged end-plate region or a mixture of slow-and fast-conducting terminal axons, the temporal dispersion of MF potentials is pronounced, resulting in MUAPs with long durations and more or less complex waveforms (sometimes extremely complex).
The physiopathological correlations underlying the magnitude of total MUAP duration, makes the duration measurement clinically useful ( Table 1 ). The duration is a parameter currently used in clinical electromyography and its normative values have been established over samples of normal subjects for each muscle and age range. [24, 25] . Reference values from healthy subjects show little correlation to gender, height and weight. Within the age range of 15 to 65 years the effect of age is negligible [26] , but an increase of duration has been reported for subjects of older ages [27] . For the EMG examination of a muscle, a sample of 20 MUAPs must be extracted [18] . The mean values of the different MUAP parameters are matched up with their respective reference values. Deviations from normality may be defined as a value of mean duration plus/minus 2 standard deviations above or below that for samples from the normal population for the same muscle and age group as the subject under study [28] . MUAP duration is a basic parameter of the MUAP due to its physiopathologic significance and also due to the fact that the duration markers (the established start and end points) define the boundaries of the MUAP waveform and thereby separate those parts of the recorded signal which will be analyzed from other parts, such as BL or background activity. All MUAP parameters and features are measured within the MUAP duration or, in the event of the presence of satellites, with respect to it; consequently, duration is the first parameter that must be determined.
MUAP abnormality
Measurement of MUAP duration 4.1. A challenge for quantitative electromyography
Technical improvements implemented on recent EMG machines have made many aspects of EMG examinations easier. Examples of such improvements are facilities for extraction of MUAP signals; edition, storage, automatic measurement of parameters; calculation of mean values; and the process of matching normative ranges. However, in clinical electromyography, diagnostic judgment, i.e., the final diagnostic conclusions built upon the collected data, is still mainly dependent on the knowledge and experience of the electromyographist who performs the study. Quantitative methods try to overcome subjective considerations by means of precise measurements of physiopathologically significant features. The performance of such methodologies is in general satisfactory when the conditions of the study are favorable: a collaborating patient, a fully developed pathology, and low levels of noise. But, working circumstances are seldom so perfect, and there are still important limitations mainly due to two disrupting factors that currently can only be partially controlled: variability and noise. In this respect, the measurement of MUAP duration can serve as a paradigmatic example of a fundamental challenge facing clinical neurophysiology: how to extract objective and consistent parameter estimates. The nature of the challenge is shown in the following considerations.
Clinical and physiologic duration
The definition of MUAP duration is, as stated above, simply the time between the beginning and the end of the bio-electrical activity of the MUs detected by the recording electrode. Often, the "duration onset" can be easily determined because the takeoff of the MUAP waveform, which is associated with the depolarization of MFs at the end-plates, is so abrupt that the waveform appears clearly deflected from the BL. This occurs especially if the recording has been made close to the end-plate zone and if the MUAP does not have an initial negative part. However, the "duration end", which is not associated with any clearly identified physiological event, is more difficult to determine because the terminal part of the waveform approaches the BL gradually. With real recordings and in simulation studies, it has been demonstrated that the extinction of APs continues for over 20 ms after the main spike of the MUAP [29] [30] [31] . In real recordings, a very stable BL and a large number of averaged discharges are needed in order to observe such a slow return to the BL in the terminal part of the MUAP. Routine recordings, however, almost invariably have slow BL fluctuations and other noisy interference that obscure the full extension of the terminal part. Thus, two meanings of "duration" should be considered: the "physiologic" (as defined above) and the "clinical" [29, 30] . The above considerations are indicative of the operational difficulties encountered with the simple physiologic definition of MUAP duration. The concept of clinical duration is that applied generally in diagnostic applications and will be used in the rest of this text. As with physiologic duration, there are difficulties in the measurement of MUAP clinical duration. These difficulties are discussed below. Figure 5 . The same MUAP displayed at different gains. As the MUAP is amplified, its duration is measured longer due to the visual effect. Continuous, short dashed, and dashed lines represent the duration markers at 500, 100 and 50 μV/cm, respectively.
Manual measurement of clinical MUAP duration
Clinical MUAP duration is defined as the time between the start and end points of the MUAP, when observed at a sensitivity of 100 μV/cm and a sweep screen of 10 ms/cm [3, 16, 29] . At higher gains, duration measurements tend to be longer because more of the slight initial or terminal slopes are visible before they merge with the random noise of background activity [23] , see Figure 5 . The gain of 100 μ V/cm was arbitrarily chosen to standardize the visual resolution at which duration markers should be manually placed. In this way, duration can be conceived of as a morphological feature, operationally defined in accordance with a specified magnitude of display resolution at which the recorded signal is represented.
When making manual measurements, electromyographists measure MUAP duration by visual inspection at the standardized settings stated above. Manual measurements can be made for an isolated discharge, over the averaged potential resulting from a set of MUAP discharges or by visual inspection of a set of discharges in superimposed and/or raster modes.
Automatic measurement of MUAP duration
A number of algorithmic methods for automatic measurement of duration have been designed and implemented on commercial equipment. Such algorithms aim to reproduce the manual procedure, and those used in computer-aided methods include BL calculation and use quantitative amplitude or slope criterion or a combination of both to look for the limit points between the MUAP waveform and the BL [3, 16] . Quantitative definitions applied to the analysis of morphologic features of the MUAP are similar to the automatic counting of turns and phases [32, 33] . Usually these algorithms are applied to the averaged MUAP waveform obtained from the discharges that have been recorded and extracted with automatic assistance [34, 35] .
One might expect these algorithms to be more reliable than manual measurement, but in fact they suffer from several limitations when dealing with real signals. High variability has been observed in automatic as well as manual measurements. In addition, automatic measurements are often inaccurate, always require visual supervision, and frequently require manual correction of duration marker positions.
Variability of manual measurements
Duration has long been recognized as the most difficult MUAP parameter to define and measure in an unequivocal way, and exact positioning of the endpoint is recognized to be somewhat arbitrary [16] . It is therefore likely that the inter-and intra-examiner variability of manual duration measurements is greater than that for the other MUAP parameters. An important consequence of this variability is that the normal limits of MUAP duration for a given muscle and age range have broad margins, which drastically reduce the diagnostic sensitivity of the parameter [36] . Thus, whilst large deviations from normality are easily identified, the intepretation of the significance of smaller deviations depends considerably on the examiner.
Several studies have investigated the variability of repeated manual duration measurements. In one study, a set of 25 nearly-normal MUAPs recorded from the brachial biceps muscle were manually analyzed three times on different days by the same single electromyographist. In the three repeated manual measurements, the mean durations ranged from 14.9 to 15.7 ms, and the largest difference between durations of MUAPs from the same MU was 8 ms [16] . Similar observations of such low degrees of reliability of manual duration readings have been reported by other authors [37] [38] [39] .
In another study, for a systematic quantitative estimation of the intra-and inter-examiner variability in MUAP duration measurements, the Gage Reproducibility and Repeatability (Gage R&R) method [40, 41] was applied [42] . This method is based on the analysis of the variance of repeated measurements of a given feature, and it is currently applied in industrial quality control studies. It was designed to assess both the variability in product magnitudes caused by the production process itself (part-to-part variability) and the variability attributable to the measurement system (the gage). The latter component of variability includes that attributable to the measurement device (the repeatability or intraoperator variability), assessed by repeated measurements by the same operator, and that attributable to the operator (reproducibility or interoperator variability), assessed by comparison of the measurements made by different operators. In the context of MUAP duration measurement, the part-to-part variability is related to the intrinsic variability of MUAP duration present in each sample of MUAPs extracted from a given muscle. This intrinsic variability of MUAP duration (i.e. variability of the object being measured as opposed to the process of measurement) is due to differences in size and structure of a muscle's MUs and to differences in electrode positioning within the muscle.
The Gage R&R method was applied to six independent duration measurements performed by two electromyographists (three measurements separated in time by each electromyographist) on a set of 240 MUAPs from two muscles without pathology: the tibialis anterior and the first dorsal interosseous. The MUAPs accepted for analysis had well-defined waveforms and were free of superposition, gross BL fluctuations and distortions of other sources. In order to make manual measurements, an interactive software tool displaying the averaged MUAP and the set of the extracted discharges in raster and superimposed modes was provided. The time base and sensitivity could be changed by the operators, but the sensitivity and sweep speed for placing duration markers was fixed at the standard values of 100 μV/cm and 10 ms/cm, respectively.
In spite of the favourable conditions (the clean and well-defined MUAP waveforms and the good-quality visualization and measurement software), a high degree of variability in duration measurements was observed. Of the six evaluations of start marker position, the biggest difference for a MUAP was 6.6 ms. Broader ranges, up to 11.2 ms, were observed for end marker positions. The biggest ranges were observed in end marker positions for MUAPs with a long and gradually-sloped terminal part to their waveforms (Figure 6a ). This particular feature of MUAP waveforms was found to be the major cause of difficulty in the manual procedure, since other confounding factors, such as the presence of noise, BL fluctuations and secondary MUAPs in the recordings, were minimised at the time of selecting samples of MUAPs for the study. Examples of other difficulties encountered in manual placement of duration markers are given in Figure 6 .
The reproducibility and repeatability analysis by the Gage R&R method decomposes the total variability of the measurements into that intrinsic to the sampled MUAPs (the part-topart variability, i.e., the variability in the measured parameter per se) and the variability attributable to the electromyographists. The latter component accounted for over 30% of total variability and was mainly due to variability in repeated measurements by the same examiner (intraoperator variability). In industrial contexts, where the Gage R&R method is frequently used, degrees of operator variability greater than 10% are considered as poor, and greater than 30% as unacceptable [43] . 
Proposal of a "gold standard" for MUAP duration measurement
As can be concluded from the above discussion, a manual procedure does not guarantee consistent and reliable measurements of MUAP duration. Therefore, if duration markers are automatically placed by a modern EMG device and an error is detected by visual inspection, manual correction does not ensure an accurate estimate of MUAP duration.
In order to assess the effectiveness of a given automatic method of MUAP duration measurement, it is necessary to have available a "gold standard" of duration marker positions (GSP), that is, the marker positions which the automatic method should be finding automatically. Since, as a result of the conceptual and operational limitations exposed Motor Unit Action Potential Duration: Measurement and Significance 147 above, no single manual measurement can be accepted as the true and exact one, a probabilistic approach to the definition of the GSP has been proposed [42] . For the start or end point of a given MUAP, the GSP was calculated from a set of six marker positions obtained from the repeated marker placements made by two examiners. Specifically, the GSP was calculated as the mean of the three marker positions that were closest together. As illustrated in the example in Figure 7 , the six markers were ordered by their respective time values from lesser to greater (1 to 6). The five differences between the six position values were obtained (d1 to d5) and the means between two consecutive differences were calculated ( 1 x to 4 x ). The smallest of the four mean values was selected ( 1 x in this example) and the GSP (marked with a cross in the figure) was obtained as the mean of the three manual markers with lowest mean difference (markers 1, 2 and 3 in this example) [42] . By means of this approximation, although a position cannot be assumed to be "true" or even "the best", it can be regarded as a "most likely" position. Thus, such a position can be adopted as a GSP on the basis that it is better in a probabilistic sense than any single position made by manual placement.
Description of conventional methods for automatic measurement of MUAP duration
The use of computer-aided measurements can theoretically resolve the problem of intraand inter-examiner variability. The execution of any algorithm on the same signal will always give the same results, without any variability in repeated measurements. In view of this, several automatic methods were developed to try to reproduce the manual procedure used by electromyographists, using amplitude and/or slope criteria to look for the limit points of the MUAP waveform with respect to the BL. Among the reported methods there are differences in several aspects, as described in detail in [16] and [35] . To illustrate these computer-aided techniques, a brief description of several conventional automatic methods (CAMs) is given below. Descriptions include a consideration of differences in the extraction procedure of the MUAP waveform, the definition of the BL and the criteria applied to find the MUAP start and end points (the duration markers positions). The five methods reviewed are the Turku method 1 (T1), the Turku method 2 (T2), the Uppsala method 2 (U2), the Aalborg method (AM) [16] , and the Nandedkar's method (NM) [35] .
The methods calculate the MUAP duration within a 40, 50 or 100 ms long analysis window. MUAP waveform extraction procedure differ in the following ways:
-
In T1 and T2, MUAPs are manually isolated with a trigger level. To reduce high frequency noise and the effect of the presence of other MUAPs in the analysis window, 100 discharges are averaged.
In AM, MUAPs are automatically isolated and classified by a template matching method using the main spike of the potential. From the set of discharges of the same MUAP, the three most similar ones are selected to obtain the averaged waveform.
In U2, MUAPs are manually isolated, and the MUAP waveform is obtained by averaging between 20 and 200 discharges.
In NM, MUAPs are automatically isolated, identified and classified using a multi-MUAP system. From 50 to 65 discharges are extracted for each MUAP, and the MUAP waveform is obtained using median averaging.
With respect to definition of the BL and the MUAP start and end markers, the different criteria used by the five automatic methods are outlined below:
-In T1 and T2, the BL is the average of samples at both 3 and 4 ms ends of the analysis window. NM calculates the BL as the average of the first 5 ms. U2 and AM calculate the BL as the electrical zero.
Once the BL has been subtracted, T1 and U2 begin their searches for the start and end of the MUAP from the start and end of the analysis window, respectively. T2 and AM begin their searches from a triggering point in the rising slope of the main spike. NM begins its search from the maximum peak. -T1, T2, AM and U2 use thresholds related to the amplitude/slope values of individual samples or windows of samples (Figure 8a) . NM uses thresholds related to the area under the MUAP and to the amplitude sample values (Figure 8b ).
Accuracy of conventional automatic methods
Automatic measurements are free of the intra-and inter-examiner variability present in manual measurements. On ideal EMG signals with well-defined waveforms and without noise, the algorithms may perform satisfactorily. But on real recordings, the available methods for automatic measurement of MUAP duration demonstrate poor agreement and low stability [32] . Thus, visual inspection is always necessary and manual cursor adjustments are frequently required. This is the everyday experience in clinical practice;
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And it has been reported by various authors that manual correction of automatic placements is required for 20-50% of MUAPs [26, 34, 38, 44] . Figure 8 . Description T2 and NM. In T2 (a), the MUAP onset is determined from the trigger to a point with slope < 0.8 μV/ms over a 1 ms. If there is a point before with amplitude > 20 μV, a new point fulfilling the slope criterion is looked for. In NM (b), the peak with maximum deviation from the BL is identified. The area of the MUAP from the first sample to the peak is calculated. Then the sample point with 90% of this area to the peak is obtained. If the absolute amplitude at this point is greater than 20 μV, a sample with 10 μV amplitude towards the beginning of the window will be the MUAP onset.
Otherwise a point toward the peak with 20 μV amplitude is reached. The MUAP onset then will be the point with amplitude 10 μV toward the first sample.
The accuracy of CAMs has been systematically assessed in normal and pathological MUAPs [42] [45] . Comparing the GSPs (determined by means of the probabilistic method referred above) with the marker positions obtained with CAMs (Figure 9 ), mean differences of up to 8.5 ms were found, with the T1 CAM. Absolute differences of more than 5 ms between the GSP and an automatic marker position (considered gross errors) were found in many cases: from 15.0% for AM end markers to 49.6% for U2 end markers.
In pathological MUAPs, the worst CAM results were observed with chronic neurogenic MUAPs, which have unusually long duration and are highly polyphasic (Figure 10c and  10d) . The results were slightly better with myopathic ( Figure 10a ) and subacute neurogenic MUAPs (Figure 10b ). Analysis of the mean and standard deviation of differences to the GSP (bias and precision, respectively) of the CAMs, showed that some methods, particularly the NM method, provided relatively good results with some pathologic MUAP groups. However, rates of gross errors (differences greater than 5 ms) were seen in around 40% of estimates for several pathologic groups.
In general, end marker placement presents higher levels of error than start marker placement. As in the manual procedure, errors in end marker placement are more pronounced for MUAPs with long-tailed terminal parts. (Figure 10c ). Other important sources of error that reduce the performance of CAMs are the presence of several kinds of noise in the recordings, such as the superposition of secondary MUAPs over the analyzed MUAP or BL, and BL fluctuations (Figure 9a. 9b, 9c ). An attempt to improve the performance of CAMs was carried out by means a signal process to accommodate BL fluctuation [46] . Conceptually, the EMG signal may be considered as an isoelectric BL (zero value) in which the discharges of the active MUs are superimposed. But in real recordings, the BL always shows slow fluctuations due to the activity of distant MUs and movements of the needle electrode. Two problems arise: on the one hand, the high-pass filter does not fully clean all the slow fluctuation and, on the other hand, if the high-pass filter's cut-off frequency is too high, the MUAP waveform can be distorted by creation of a more or less prominent negative afterwave, as previously described. The conventional approaches for dealing with the BL, are either to regard the BL as a straight line [23] of zero value (used by the U2 and AM methods) or to regard the BL as the average of the samples in initial and final segments of the analysis window (used by T1, T2 and NM methods) [16, 35] . An alternative approach for cancelling the BL fluctuation is to reconstruct the course of the BL followed by specific filtering designed not to distort the MUAP waveform [46] . For this purpose, standard methods as adaptive filters have been found unsatisfactory. The sequential application of several techniques of signal processing was necessary, including: 1) wavelet transforms for identifying segments of the EMG signal free of MUAP discharges, 2) averaging of the samples of each of these segments, 3) reconstruction of curves through the averaged points using cubic splines, 4) frequency analysis of this reconstructed BL, and 5) specific filtering based on autoregressive (AR) modeling. In spite of the sophisticated cancellation of BL fluctuation demonstrated by this method, the MUAP duration results of the five CAMs evaluated were not significantly improved when they were provided with signals that had been submitted to it [47] . To optimize automatic duration measurement, strategies other than, or in addition to, BL treatment are required. 
New techniques of automatic measurement of MUAP duration
The computational capacity of new computer systems enables the design and implementation of more complex algorithms for the automatic processing of the EMG recordings. Signal processing techniques such as the wavelet transform have been applied in the research and development of alternative automatic algorithms for measurement of MUAP duration.
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a technique that simultaneously obtains a time and a scale representation of signals and has been successfully applied for detecting biological events [48] . This technique has provided promising results in the analysis of various electrophysiological signals such as blink reflex [49] , EMG and electrocardiographic recordings [50] [51] [52] , electroencephalographic signals for analysis of epileptic activity [53] , and event-related potentials [54] . By regarding transformed EMG signals at a suitable scale in the DWT domain, it is possible to evade high frequency noise and low frequency BL fluctuations. Thus the DWT provides a useful way to detect the boundaries between the MUAP waveform and the BL, that is, for measuring MUAP duration.
A method based on the DWT was applied for measuring the MUAP duration [45, 55] . A schematic description of this method is given in Figure 11 . The MUAP waveform consists of a set of peaks (Figure 11a ) and the method makes use of the DWT with the non-orthogonal quadratic spline wavelet to detect not only the MUAP but also the start and end points of these peaks. The method selects two intermediate scales (one to find the start and another to find the end marker) from the DWT (Figure 11b ) that represents the MUAP signal in terms of energy (thereby evading noise and BL fluctuation). In these DWT scales the peaks related to MUAP peaks are identified (Figure 11c ) and amplitude and slope thresholds are used to determine MUAP start and end points ( Figure. 11d ). For finding MUAP start and end markers, this wavelet transform method (WTM) makes use of 10 parameters, which include the amplitude and slope thresholds. In the study, a genetic algorithm was applied to a sample of normal MUAPs in order to calculate the values of the WTM parameters [56] .
This DWT-based automatic method was compared to other available algorithms and found to perform excellently, achieving accurate results for both normal and pathological MUAPs. Duration marker positions were significantly better than those of the other CAMs tested: the DWT-based method was the least biased and the most precise method as evidenced by the fact that it demonstrated the lowest mean and the lowest standard deviation of differences to the GSP. These improvements were observed with both normal and pathologic MUAPs, including myopathic, subacute and chronic neurogenic MUAPs, and also with fibrillation potentials [45, 55] (Figure 10 ).
The DWT-based method deals better with problems such as the presence of secondary MUAPs, BL fluctuations or high-frequency noise, performing equally well on signals recorded by various different commercial EMG hardware with varying amounts of technical noise. The rate of gross aberrant errors in start marker placement is low: 2.9, 0.8 or 0.0% for normal MUAPs, myopathic MUAPs and fibrillations, respectively. For the end marker, gross errors were more frequent: up to 27.6% for chronic neurogenic MUAPs, and around 10% for other kinds of pathologic MUAPs and for normal MUAPs. Although having less influence in the DWT-based method, the sources of error are the same as those for the other CAMs tested: long and high polyphasic waveforms (such as in chronic neurogenic MUAPs), the presence of consecutive peaks with low amplitude variation in initial or terminal parts (Figure 12a ), and a low-sloped tail in the terminal part (Figure 12b ). The latter is not detected by the DWT method because there is no corresponding maximum-minimum pair in the DWT. DWT-based automatic duration marker positions were compared with the corresponding manual positions for a small set of repeatedly recorded MUAPs. While no significant differences were found for the start point, the dispersion of automatic endpoint placements was lower than the dispersion of the corresponding manual placements. This points at the possibility of reaching more consistent estimates of this parameter with automatic procedures than with manual measurements.
Conclusions and future perspectives
The measurement of MUAP duration is a matter of particular difficulty. Especially difficult is placement of a MUAP's endpoint marker, and this is reflected in the high degree of variability observed in manual measurements of MUAP duration. Neither is the accuracy of automatic measurement of MUAP duration good, and thus continuous supervision and frequent manual revision of duration marker position are necessary. (Figure 13 ). Such manual adjustments are time consuming and tedious and still do not guarantee accuracy. Given the intrinsic difficulties, the measurement of MUAP duration has been described, quite correctly, as "an arbitrary task" [57] . However, the measurement of MUAP duration cannot be bypassed or avoided: not only does duration provide physiological information about the MU, it also delimits the MUAP waveform within which other MUAP parameters are measured. Thus, measurement of MUAP duration is an essential issue in EMG examinations, and it is of necessity the first task that must be accomplished before determination of other MUAP features.
Since we must have a measurement of MUAP duration, there is a strong requirement for a method which can provide "acceptable" estimations. By "acceptable" we recognize that there is not a unique true value of clinical duration. As has been discussed above, manual measurement does not ensure consistent estimates but there is reason to hope that an automatic method could be consistent enough. An automatic method might be considered good if it never makes gross misplacements, demonstrates low variability, works in real time and can deal with the relatively noisy signals found in daily clinical practice. An automatic method will show maximum repeatability because it will always give the same positions markers on re-analysis of a given MUAP input signal. If an effective automatic method suffers from any bias in marker positioning, it will be systematic and homogeneous in trend and magnitude, not arbitrary as occurs with subjective manual placements. Thus, the ideal method for attaining satisfactory consistency in MUAP duration measurement is an automatic method, which will overcome the inherent variability of human assessment.
The new, DWT-based computational strategy described above has demonstrated clear improvement in performance relative to conventional algorithms. There is, however, still significant room for betterment. More important than the results per se is the indication that some of the seemingly intractable difficulties in the management of bioelectrical recordings can be successfully overcome by new technologies of signal processing. The relevance of this conclusion extends beyond the area of EMG studies: the problems related to noise and variability in MU recording and measurement procedures are present in all the modalities of neurophysiologic studies and in Electromedicine in general. The measurement of MUAP duration is illustrative of the problematic nature of the analysis of bioelectric signals, but can be approached and managed with the latest signal processing techniques. Indeed, these techniques are being applied to other EMG features [58] , such as the study of muscular fatigue [59] , decomposition of surface EMG recordings [60, 61] and noise reduction for MUAPs extraction [62] .
With respect to MUAP duration, further theoretical and empirical research is needed to develop automatic methods to provide robust and objective measurements, so that the MUAP duration measurement ceases to be an arbitrary task. Accurate and reliable automatic measurement of MUAP duration running on commercial equipment will serve to reduce the requirement for manual intervention in duration marker placement thereby helping the electromyographist. Together with multi-MUAP systems, automatic measurement methods could also contribute to a reduction in patient discomfort by shortening the examination time. Moreover, the availability of robust duration measurements would provide data of sufficient consistency and comparability for input into expert systems for diagnostic purposes, a natural goal of medical technology in the 21st Century.
